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PUBLIC AUCTION OF ATLANTIC COFFEE SOLUTIONS
3-Day Auction of Massive Coffee Plant in Houston, Texas

[HOUSTON, TEXAS, January 29, 2019] - Rabin Worldwide and Liquidity Serviceswill conduct apublic auction of the
former Atlantic Coffee Solutions plant in Houston, Texas on February 12, 13 and 14, 2019. With a 100 plus
yearhistory, and over one million square feet under roof, the plant is considered by most the world’s largest coffee
manufacturing facility for whole bean roasting and packaging, as well as large scale instant decaffeinated
production.
Referring to Atlantic Coffee Solutions as a single plant is a bit of a misnomer, as it’san integration of multiple plants
capable of operating independently or in tandem. Within the towering structure, producers and curiosity seekers
will find a maze of production and packaging floors, packed with coffee roasters, grinders, percolating vessels,
twenty retail packaging lines, plus a 16-story decaffeination tower previously producing 88-million pounds of
instant coffee products per year.
Situated approximately 8 minutes east of downtown Houston, at first glance one might compare the plant to a
massive power generation facility with flashing red lights at on the tallest peaks to warn low flying aircraft. Those
familiar with it may consider it an industrial landmark in Houston, and soon it will be emptied of its contents and
the building will be demolished.
According to Richard Reese, president of Rabin Worldwide, “I’ve seen hundreds of industrial plants in my lifetime,
but few like Atlantic Coffee. Being landlocked by railways on both sides of the factory, the plant seemed to grow by
going up, not out. In my entire career, Ican’t recall seeing 200,000-poundcapacity raw product storage silos
suspended six stories above a factory. One of my initial thoughts when approaching the plant for the first
timewashow did they get permission to build and expand such a massive structure?”
In addition to the production and packaging machinery, hundreds of general plants items are available for bidding,
including machine tools, laboratories, and office furnishings. In a 100-year old factory, there’s always the possibility
of finding some forgotten treasures or pieces of history. Among the equipment and a machineryfilling the one
million square foot plant, a few antique coffee roasters and grindersawait. The auction will be a 3-day event on the
premises of the facility and simulcast online, February 12-14, 2019. The entire list of over 2000 lots is available now
for viewing at rabin.com.
Rabin Worldwide is an international auction and valuation specialist of industrial plants and equipment. With over
50 years of experience in every sector of the industrial community, Rabin's signature business is providing a host of
solutions including auctions, liquidations, turn-key sales, real estate acquisition and more. Similar auctions recently
conducted by Rabin include Hostess, Safeway, and Nestle. Visit www.rabin.com.
Liquidity Services (NASDAQ: LQDT) employs innovative e-commerce marketplace solutions to manage, value, and
sell inventory and equipment for business and government clients. We operate a network of leading e-commerce
marketplaces that enable buyers and sellers to transact in an efficient, automated environment offering over 500
product categories.
If you would like more information about this sale, please call Rabin Worldwide at 415-522-5700 or email
info@rabin.com

